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COOKIES policy 

 

Aiming to achieve full transparency of all our actions on the www.lobster.pl website we have prepared 
a document, in which you can find all the necessary information on the principles and methods of using 
the cookie files.  

Our goal is to increase your awareness regarding the technology we use, delivering content through the 
website and the Lobster system, as well as to inform you, according to art. 173 of 16th July 2004, the 
Telecommunication law, about the purpose of storing and accessing cookies, and about the possibility 
of defining the conditions of storing and accessing this information by you through the settings of the 
software installed on your end device.  

What are cookie files (known as “cookies”) 

Cookie files are computer data, particularly text files, stored on the user’s end device, and are meant to 
be used by the system’s website. They contain various information and are saved in the lobster.pl 
website user’s web browser, each time they are visiting and using the lobster.pl website and the system 
itself.  

The types of cookie files 

Lobster website stores only essential cookie files, hence those, that are necessary for using the Lobster 
website, and its functions. Without these files, providing many services available on Lobster website 
would be impossible, including using the Lobster system. These cookie files do not include cookies used 
for marketing purposes.  

How long will cookies be stored in your web browser?  

On the lobster.pl website we store only the necessary session cookies. They remain present in the 
web browser only until the browser is shut down – or until the user logs off the system.  

Cookie files are saved in your web browser and registered in Lobster.pl system.  

The possibility to disable cookie files  

Using cookie files depends on the settings of your web browser. The web browsers usually (according 
to factory settings) allow using cookies. There is a possibility of limiting or blocking the cookie files, yet 
in that case you will not be able to use Lobster website and the system fully or in terms of particular 
functionalities.  

More information on processing the personal data can be found in the Privacy Policy available at 
www.lobster.pl  


